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Escutar aquele lugar
by Tomás Cunha Ferreira
It has always been like this, even before this phrase wrote by Barnett Newman: "aesthetics is to artists, as
ornithology is to birds." However, the work of some rare artists seems to spring from another secret source,
unbeknownst for the art revelation - emerging in our eyes as if belonging to a very particular Natural History
of Art, misaligned with the prevailing canon. If you experiment and search for such artists, you will find that
they have one trait in common: they have taken for themselves a kind of magical ornithology, to which they
belong and where they live, and where they invite us in without reservation - if we can.
Now, you are walking through the halls of this exhibition and find the works of Almudena Fernández
Ortega. You are probably facing a case like this, in which an artist is building something real, and gives us
clues to reach it, even if only for short moments. If this is useful as a strategy for you to tune your gaze,
these moments will be linked to certain encounters with nature that, one way or another, we all have (even
in a big city as Madrid). Like letting your eyes wander among the unpredictable flight of a flock of starlings;
silencing the rest of the world while listening to the song of a spider weaving its web; waiting year after year
for the yellow blooming of the mimosas; entering through a fruit cut in half to the scent of another galaxy.
"But," you tell me, "looking at a painting is something else." Yes, and at the same time - that's exactly it.
Because, you see, painting is not so different from sweeping a patio, not unlike defogging a mirror, and not
so different from staining a dress with wine. The act of painting, or the act of looking at a painting, is not far
from a bush walk or a morning by the beach.
Playing a saxophone, for example, can be a subject for ornithologists (see Charlie Parker). When young,
Miles Davis practiced playing his trumpet by a large lake in his homeland. In some recordings of the
following years, if we listen carefully, this lake still reverberates. The notes of the trumpet sweep the surface
of the water like an old Zen monk sweeps the dry leaves at the temple door, opening clearings for the
transcendent, still audible here today.
Such reverberations are present in the works presented in Caramelo de Limón, El Sol de mi País.
Significantly, the title of the exhibition is taken from a song by duo Vainica Doble, a song that echoes the
territory of a dreamed and very real country, similar to the land where the artist lives and which she wants us
to see through extremely thin veils, or in the here and now of the layers of paint used in her paintings. As
Alexandre O'Neill wrote, "You can't live in the eyes of a cat.”, but with some luck, maybe for a moment, we
may be guests there. This is also the case with the work of Almudena Fernández Ortega.
Time for a part from a Francisco Brines poem, which seems to me to be able to tell more about the pieces
presented, and to help us hear where they come from:

Under the snow the violets sleep
and inside the volcano the bird of the Teide has his nest,
and he is black just like the blackbird, so black that it’s he’s blue, and
smaller,
and fast, and invisible, the guest at the top,
and I know that his voice is the merriest voice in the islands.
For there is a voice in the foam that surrounds this hills,
a voice that repeats the same birth
of being, and every day the creation of beauty,
and there is voice and time in the wind and the pines,
and that voice I never heard from the Teide bird
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